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A core problem related to disasters is the inherent distance between preparation and 

response/recovery. Evidence from research and practice has well-established the multilateral, 

interdisciplinary, and interorganizational nature of disaster response, but the interdependencies 

between responding groups are markedly different before, during, and after disasters (Majchrzak, 

Jarvenpaa, & Hollingshead, 2007; Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer, 2003). The interorganizational and 

policy circumstances during preparation, response, and recovery differ (Boin & 't Hart, 2003; 

Chen, Sharman, Rao, & Upadhyaya, 2008; Donahue & Tuohy, 2006). Organizations that depend 

on each other during a disaster may be indifferent or at odds beforehand. Disaster policy making 

may be most difficult and problematic for stakeholders in the aftermath of disaster, but without a 

disaster the political will may not exist for policy change. Disasters are inherently uncertain and 

preparation inherently probabilistic, yet if preparations for an event are completely successful 

there may little reason to call the event a disaster at all. Research must attend to these dilemmas 

at the boundaries between preparation and response/recovery if only because evaluations of 

preparation should be tied to outcome in response and recovery.  

Existing research falls short of this challenge in a few respects (Ulmer, 2012). Most 

research focuses on response effectiveness whereas (a) mundane preparation efforts (Chinn & 

Barbour, 2013), (b) the empirical links between preparation and response (Perry, 2004), and (c) 

the negotiation of the interorganizational constitution of preparation for response (Barbour & 
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Chinn, 2011) receive relatively little attention. I propose that research can address these short 

comings by recognizing the institutional character of preparation, by understanding preparation 

as involving tensions between competing ideals for action, and by conceptualizing effective 

practice in terms of the efficacy with which messages, conversation, and communication systems 

can be designed to negotiate the tensional, irrational, paradoxical character of disaster 

preparation.  

First, disaster preparation is institutional in the sense that its evaluation depends on not 

merely functional criteria but instead on socially constructed ideas about what makes for 

legitimate organizational conduct. Furthermore, those socially constructed criteria are 

macromorphic: They transcend any particular organizational context, and yet they emerge from 

organizing. Institutional scholarship has focused on “why organizations engage in activities that 

are legitimate in the symbolic realm rather than the material one; why organizations adopt 

behaviors that conform to normative demands but conflict with the rational attainment of 

economic goals or how purely technical or productive objects becomes infused with meaning 

and significance far beyond their utility value” (Suddaby, 2010, p. 15). In the case of disasters, 

the disconnect between preparation and response means that we tend to judge preparation guided 

by institutional logics in lieu of concrete, functional criteria that may only be revealed during 

disasters themselves (Clarke, 1999; Perrow, 1999). No wonder after action reviews so often 

produce the same results (Carlson & Lammers, 2011). Yet, even acknowledging as much can be 

problematic for preparation efforts that must nonetheless demonstrate themselves effective 

(Jongejan, Helsloot, Beerens, & Vrijling, 2011).  

Second, disaster preparation akin to safety and reliability across organizational and 

disciplinary boundaries may be best thought of as a complex negotiation of competing, tensional 
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ideals {Barbour, 2014 #4617;Poole, 1989 #4453;Barbour, forthcoming #3465;Lewis, 2010 

#3432}. Multiple institutional logics constrain and enable disaster preparation organizing. The 

contradictions among those logics offers resources for generative action {Seo, 2002 #3414}, 

action that makes disaster preparation better, action that circumvents or reinvents institutional 

constraints. My most recent work with volunteer responders focused on institutional logics of 

preparation and professionalism. These operation of these two logics produced contradictions 

that local volunteers and volunteer coordinators used to solve local problems bending disaster 

initiatives to address local ends. We argued that their generative action constituted (albeit 

embedded) praxis: action that marshaled institutional contradictions to solve problems and 

perhaps exert influence on circulating institutional logics. We can conceive of the skillfulness 

with which they did so as praxis sophistication—a sophistication expressed in messages, 

conversation, and communication systems.  

Third, research and practice should guide to the design of communication that helps to 

negotiate the institutional and tensional character of disaster preparation (Barbour & Chinn, 

2011; Barbour & Gill, 2014). My research focuses on how the exigencies of response are 

negotiated in mundane, day-to-day preparation and safety work. I am concerned in particular in 

how insights from research and practice can inform the communicative design of preparation to 

solve difficult organizational problems such as integrating volunteer effort into response and 

coordinating expertise and information before, during, and after disasters. I have studied the 

communication design of safety processes in the oversight of nuclear power plants (Barbour & 

Gill, 2014), the implications of the professional and amateur distinction in the organizational 

management of aging and agedness in volunteer disaster groups (Chinn & Barbour, 2013), the 

interorganizational exercise of institutional logics in preparation efforts of volunteer responder 
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groups preparation (Barbour & Chinn, 2011), the negotiation of identity as key to 

interorganizational collaboration for compliance documentation at a toxic waste site (Barbour & 

James, forthcoming), and most recently the interorganizational management of information and 

expertise necessary for hazardous materials preparation and response (Barbour, Bierling, 

Sommer, & Trefz, 2013). A theme that ties these projects together is a developing model of 

praxis sophistication. Praxis sophistication centers on the efficacy with which communication 

designs negotiate the competing ideals inherent to disaster preparedness. At an organizational 

level, I have argued that communication designers must contend with questions of fit, function, 

and fragmentation. Fit: Do the communicative strategies match the dilemmas? Praxis is 

contingent. Function: Can the individuals and collective actually successfully enact the strategy? 

Praxis depends on the ability of those involved. Fragmentation: How will the circulation of and 

interaction with alternative strategies complicate the exercise of a particular strategy? Praxis 

multiplies and interacts.   
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